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Executive Summary

The Dryland Development program (DryDev) field days were conducted in three counties, Makueni,
Machakos and Kitui. The goal of the field day was to stimulate market led production of the value
chains the program has a focus on – pulses, mangoes, indigenous chicken, goats and honey. The field
days aimed to meet several objectives among them input supply linkages, financial service provider
linkages but also provide an opportunity for trading. The filed days were hosted by a champion
farmer identified in the area with atleast some best practices in one or more of the value chains of
focus but also with water conservation and land management techniques to share with other
farmers.
781 farmers and 19 exhibitors attended the 6 farmer field days. The field days comprised of practical
training offered by the ministry of agriculture officers in the respective wards. The trainings were
guided by the available value chains on the farmer’s farm. The field day also provided for a mini
exhibition for the service providers to interact directly with the farmer through one of one
conversation and also mini forums as well as demonstrations. Farmers learned a lot with regards to
use of agrochemicals, environmental conservation, and different production techniques as well as
access to finance. Business worth KES 50,939 was transacted in 3 of the 6 field days and 8 accounts
opened with Equity bank and Universal Traders Sacco. Exhibitors appreciated the opportunity to
meet with their clients, market their products and services as well as establish new markets.
Farmers appreciated the opportunity to learn from another farmer as they faced similar challenges
in their farming enterprises. The model farm was also strategic as a reference point post the field
day for farmers in that area. One of the recommendations from the seed companies was to establish
demonstration plots within the champion farms to enable more practical demonstration during the
field days. Farmers were encouraged to work in groups as it enhanced their opportunities for access
to finance, input s and collective marketing of their produce.
Recommendations for future field days included early planning and stakeholder engagement to be
able to synchronize activities, dates and schedules to maximize participation of farmers, exhibitors
and partners. Site selection especially for a champion farmer needs to be more inclusive and done in
advance to ensure that the farm is well prepared during the field day to showcase best practices.
Lastly, a full day should be allocated for a field day to enable more interactions between farmers and
service providers as well as the trainings. The trainings should also tap into broader expertise within
the agriculture departments at county level to enrichen the trainings and if possible provide
reference materials for the farmers that attend the field days.
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Introduction

AgriProFocus Kenya in 2016 organized 6 farmer exposure events in the lower Eastern counties –
Machakos, Makueni and Kitui. The structure of the farmer exposure events provided a platform for
farmers to learn and also share experiences with other stakeholders. The value chains of focus as per
the DryDEV program included; pulses, indigenous poultry, goat, honey and mangoes. However other
complimentary aspects for instance water management were also addressed in some of the field
days. A lead farmer in each area was identified to host the farmer exposure visit. This provided an
opportunity for peer learning.
2.1 Goal and objectives of the exposure events
The overall goal of the exposure events was to stimulate market-led production of desired quality
and quantity of pulses, Indigenous chicken, honey, Mangoes and goat value chain in DRYDEV sites
The objectives of the exposure events are:
1. To provide a platform for farmers to link and learn about market requirement on quality,
quantity and logistics
2. To expose and link farmers to value chain financing opportunities
3. Provide opportunity for farmers to learn about products, services and technologies by
various input providers, research organizations and government institutions
4. To provide a platform for farmers to learn practical approaches from Champion farmers in
their locality
5. To sensitize farmers on group formation, governance and compliance
6. To provide a trading platform for both farmer groups and service providers.
The selection of a champion farmer was using several parameters as highlighted below:
 Excelled in one or a combination of the target value chains – pulses, Mango, indigenous
chicken, goat and honey
 Located within the DryDEV catchment areas – sub locations
 Ample space to host approximately 500 farmers and space enough to host exhibitors
 Easy accessibility – good road network, accessible for farmers and exhibitors
 Willingness to host field day
 Demonstrated excellence in soil and water management
2.2 Structure of the exposure events
The structure of the exposure events comprised of:
1. Mini exhibition (around 15 exhibitors)
2. Mini forums through the exhibition for the service providers and input suppliers to meet with
the farmers face to face. This was also an opportunity for the input companies to introduce their
local agro-dealers to the farmers. DryDev also got an opportunity to introduce the program, its
partners and its objectives within the catchment areas.
3. On-site training on various aspects in relation to production of the different value chains. This
was mostly conducted by the ward agricultural officers in the respective wards.
2.3 The target
The 6 exposure events targeted to reach out to 2000 farmers as well as input suppliers and other
value chain actors as detailed below:
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Farmers and farmer groups.
Agro input suppliers in the county with specific targets on the local agro dealers and
representatives at ward or sub-county level for all input suppliers.
Service providers including financial institutions, extension service providers, insurance
providers, business development service providers
Buyers of the various produce in the region
Relevant Government institutions/ministries like NCPB, MOA, Cooperative, Social services,
trade

Below is a table of the mapped out target number of farmers per project site
Table 1: Mapping of number of farmers per project site
Ward
Kitui county
Kanyangi

Waita

Machakos County
Mwala /Makutano

Matuu
Ekalakala

Makueni County
Nzambani/Ivingoni

Mtito Andei
Mazongaleni
Kalawa

Total targeted participants

Sub-location

Total households

Masimba
Ngomoni
Mandongoi
Syomunyu

1057
810
483
779
3129
723
645
628
332
805
3133

Waita
Thonoa
Katitika
Nyanyaa
Kathoka

Ngulini
Mianyani
Kyawango
Kibau
Katulani
Kaluluini
Kakumini
Kavingoni
Ikatini

Muthingiini
Nzeveni
Mangelete
Kathekani
Mukaange - Lower
Kathulumbi
Syotuvali
Mutembuku
Kathongo
Ititu

583
600
1693
730
3606
980
900
1229
1727
900
5736
2162
2158
3854
1520
2312
12006
496
650
674
374
501
2695

Target participants

300

300

300

400

500

200
2000
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Key highlights

3.1 Farmer and exhibitor participation
The targeted number of farmers for all the six field days was 2000 farmers as was highlighted in the
table above. At the end of the 6 field days, a total of 781 farmers attended the 6 field days
attributing to 39.05% of the target. Several reasons can be attributed to this low turnout:




Competing interest between partner events - There is a need to reconcile with partners the
field activities to explore areas of collaboration rather than competition. It was in some
cases that there were parallel field days were being held at the same time and with close
proximity to locations. This affected the number of farmers as well as the number of
exhibitors
Lack of a joint mobilisation strategy with partners. A more rigorous process of getting
farmers to attend the field days should be explored. There is a strong correlation between
farmer attendance and exhibitor attendance. A low farmer turn out affected directly the
interest of some companies participating as brand visibility and sales are at times driven by
numbers for exhibitors.

Some of the ways to enhance farmer participation include:
-

-

Early planning of the field days during the program annual planning so that farmers are
aware there will be field days at particular points in the year. These field days can be
announced earlier during project-farmer engagements such as trainings etc
Aligning farmer exposure days with planting seasons – this make business sense for
exhibitors as well as farmer since they get input and advice in a timely manner
Exploit partner networks by joint coordination of farmer mobilisation strategies with
partners. The different partners should combine efforts in their respective project
deliverables to enhance cross fertilisation of ideas and strategies between partners and in
the end meet program objectives.

A total of 19 exhibitors participated in the field days. These included seed companies, agrochemicals,
financial institutions, farmers associations, and energy related companies. With the exception of
Kivindani, all other field days had an average of 6 exhibitors.
In addition, the presence and engagement
of the Ministry of Agriculture officers
played a key role especially in delivering
technical information through mini
trainings. Their trainings mainly focused
on water conservation techniques, water
harvesting technologies, chicken farming,
livestock breeds and crop production
techniques including the suitability of
various seed varieties for the region. The
presence of financial institutions offered
an opportunity to the farmers to learn
more on available financial products
suitable for them.
From the evaluation with exhibitors, the main reasons for them to participate in the field days were:
 Meeting their clients and understanding their needs
8








Direct sales
Impart knowledge of their products to farmers – to promote more efficient and effective use
of these products
Create awareness of their products and market them to farmers– agrochemicals, drought
resistant seeds, renewable energy solutions,
Sensitize farmers on environmental conservation
Establish new markets
Train farmers on orchard management

The table below gives and overview of the 6 field days with regards to farmer and exhibitor
participation.
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Table 2: Number of farmers and Exhibitors for the 6 field days
County
Field Day
Host farmer
Reasons for selecting site
Ward and date
Machakos
Katulani
Muuo Mutua
The farmer had an innovative
th
8 September 2016
technique of water pumping using
wind power. He also had chicken,
mangoes and pulses on the farm.
Makueni
Kalawa
Sammy Mutavi
Farmer was well known for his good
th
19 October 2016
agricultural practices. Though the
farm was far, it had good practices to
showcase in mango growing, chicken
and goat rearing as well as
conservation techniques such as
terracing
Kitui
Madongoi
Peninah Mutava
The farmer was a champion farmer
th
13 October 2016
in the area. Had terracing and
sunken bed techniques on the farm
to demonstrate as well as chicken,
goats and honey
Makueni
Thange
Maria Mutua
The farmer is a champion farmer in
th
27 October 2016
the area. Had land preparation
techniques to demonstrate as well as
storage for pulses
Kitui
Waita
Monica Amalex
The farm had zai pits techniques to
th
29 September 2016
demonstrate, as well as chicken,
goats and honey. It was accessible as
compared to the initial choice
belonging to Musyoka Mutemi who
only had mangoes on the farm and
the farm was far
Machakos
Kivandini
Gregory Ngao
All value chains were present except
th
25 August 2016
goats but also had addition value add
technologies for mangoes like the
mango drier
Total

Number
Farmers
117

of

Participating Exhibitors
Ministry of Agriculture

118

Yara, Arysta Life science, Greenlife Crop
Protection,
Financial
Service
Association(FSA),
Drylands Seeds,
Anglican Development Services, Osho
Chemical, Ministry of Agriculture, Pannar
seeds

192

Equity Bank, Greenlife, Drylands Seeds,
Kenya Commercial Bank, Osho and
Ministry of Agriculture

124

Osho Chemicals, Universal Traders,
Syngenta, Greenlife, Drylands seeds and
Ministry of Agriculture

166

Drylands seeds, Equity Bank, M-KOPA
solar, Universal Traders, Greenlife,
Jikookoa, Better Globe Forestry Limited,
Mwingi Bee Keepers Association, Juanco,
Syngenta, Ministry of Agriculture and
ADRA

64

SOFDEV, Syngenta,
Agritechno

Osho

Chemicals,

781
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3.2 Key outcomes
Reflecting back on the objectives set out for the farmer exposure days, all objective were met to the
satisfaction of the farmers and exhibitors with the exception of objective 1 - To provide a platform
for farmers to link and learn about market requirement on quality, quantity and logistics
To expose and link farmers to value chain financing opportunities
Equity Bank, Kenya Commercial Bank, Financial Services Association and Universal Traders Sacco
provided information to farmers on how they can access finance to boost their farming businesses.
The structure of the mini forums allowed for service providers to give in-depth information about
their financial products. These financial products were available for both individuals as well as
groups of farmers. The government through the ministry of agriculture also shared with the farmers
that indeed the county governments have set aside funds to support farmer groups as well. For
Kenya Commercial Bank for instance, the field day in Mandongoi was an opportunity for them to
learn about farmers needs to be able to understand and tailor their products to be attractive to
farmers. In Waita Universal Traders opened 5 accounts and Equity Bank opened 3 bank accounts
with farmers.
Provide opportunity for farmers to learn about products, services and technologies by various input
providers, research organizations and government institutions
The farmer exposure days provided a platform for all service providers to interact with the farmers
at length. With their biggest focus being marketing and imparting knowledge of their products to
farmers, the service providers applauded the organisation of the exposure days especially the
structure of the interactive sessions that offered opportunity for one to one interactions as well as
demonstration through mini trainings with the different groups of farmers. Farmers had a better
understanding of the different kinds of agrochemicals and their usage.
Juanco SPS Limited mentioned that the exposure days
provided a good forum for promoting safe use of
agrochemicals during the Waita farmer exposure day.
Greenlife crop protection Africa Ltd indicated that they
would be available for future trainings if available and
planned in advance.
M-Kopa solar in the Kalawa exposure day made a lot of
sales but also a lot of prospects in the area. They did
appreciate the organisation of the day and their
invitation. Osho Chemicals would like to see more of
these similar events in other areas as it was very useful
for them.
To provide a platform for farmers to learn
practical approaches from Champion
farmers in their locality
The site selected to host the field day
provided and opportunity for practical
learning
with
companies
able
to
demonstrate the applicability of their
products. Working with a champion farmer
promoted more peer learning among the
farmers themselves and to establish
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reference points of learning even after the field day. It also provided a practical opportunity for
training by the Ministry of Agriculture officers as they used the farmer’s farm to train on various
aspects available on the farm. This made it easy to relate the challenges that the farmers faced and
practical solutions. Interactions with the champion farmer also provided for a good opportunity for
peer exchange.
Mr Ngao’s farm for instance in Kivindani was a model farm showcasing best practices in mango value
addition – using mango drier, water conservation as well as hives for honey and other pulses on the
farm. On Mutua’s farm in Katulani, he demonstrated how he uses a wind mill to pump water from a
sunken borehole for his goats, mangoes and pulses in the farm. Other innovative technologies
showcased in other farms were water conservation technologies such as terracing, sunken beds, zai
pits and storage facilities for pulses.

To sensitize farmers on group formation, governance and compliance
Group formation was emphasized by most of the guests invited to speak to farmers during the field
days. The benefits for groups were the ease at which they can access inputs, financial services and
also provide an opportunity for bulking and marketing their produce.
To provide a trading platform for both farmer groups and service providers.
Some of the reasons for participating in the exposure days were to be able to do direct sales by the
exhibiting companies. This was evident from the sales made by companies in respective exposure
days. A total of KES 50,939 was recorded in sales and 8 bank accounts opened. A detailed tabulation
is shown below.
Table 3: Sales realized during some of the field days
County
Field Day Site Institution
Makueni
Kalawa
GreenLife Crop Protection
Pannar Seeds
JIKOOKOA
Drylands Seeds
Osho Chemicals
Total
Kitui
Madongoi
Drylands Seeds
Osho Chemicals
GreenLife Crop Protection
Total
Makueni
Waita
Equity Bank
Juanco
Universal Traders Sacco
GreenLife Crop Protection
JIKOOKOA
Drylands Seeds
Mwingi Bee Keepers Association
Total

Amount(KES)
3000
500
11,499
3150
3050
21,199
4600
2800
3200
10,600
3 accounts
800
5 accounts
1200
3990
650
12,500
19,140
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Recommendations and way forward

Several challenges were faced when planning for the farmer exposure days. These challenges and
recommendations from the exhibitors form the basis of the recommendations and way forward we
provide for similar activities in the future.
Planning and stakeholder engagement
As mentioned earlier, planning the field days in a timely manner will ensure good participation of
both exhibitors and participants. Some exhibitors saw the importance of being present at the field
day but recommended that information about the field days should be sent atleast a month in
advance. Stakeholder engagement at sub county level should start in advance to enable planning for
the trainings. Planning with the planting seasons for each region makes it more beneficial for
farmers to access the right information before planting, procure the necessary inputs and for
exhibitors market the products in a timely manner to farmers. A calendar of scheduled events should
be developed and shared to allow for better planning. Early planning will also help with
synchronizing with similar events in the region and an opportunity for collaboration with other
partners.
Site selection
Selection of champion farmer’s farm as the site for the field day had its advantages and
disadvantages. Keeping in mind the selection criteria, it is important to involve the champion farmer
in advance during the planning to ensure that by the time the field day is approaching there is
enough progress and best practices to see on the farm. Some of the exhibitors like seed companies
proposed to have demonstration plots that can be used during the field day for practical training. In
future the program can consider working with these companies to support the establishment of
demonstration plots with the champion farms. The site needs to be accessible in terms of time taken
to get to it but also providing a directional map is important for planning. There was a big challenge
with some sites in Kitui and Makueni counties.
Training
The practical training component of the field days was appreciated highly by both farmers and
exhibitors. One of the recommendations was to increase the amount of time during the training to
provide more time for interaction between exhibitors and farmers. In relation to this it was
recommended that the organizers provide more time for the field day – a full day. Involvement of
the agricultural officers was appreciated and was recommended to increase the number of trainers
and the diversity in expertise from the different departments depending on the number of farmers.
One suggestion presented was to provide farmer with a many training materials as possible for
reference beyond the field day. The program could work with the companies to have this in place.
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